Erklärung zur Corona-Situation für NBC Wettbewerbe
Stand: 20.03.2020

Dear Sirs and Madames,

8 days have passed since the declaration not to hold the Final Four of the Champions League in Apatin and to end the CL 2019/20 without the finals, as well as to postpone the World Cup date to autumn.

I received a lot of reactions during this time. The immediate termination of the NBC's international sports operations was rated positively. This gives all nations the time to look for their own solutions and to end the game series.

Nobody can give a forecast today. The hope is that the normal sports calendar can be used again in the 2020/21 season. The exception is the World Cup in Poland planned for November with all planned competitions. However, the decision to host the event and the date can only be finally made once the corona pandemic has been successfully mastered.

The team cups from 29.09.-03.10.2020 in Podbrezova, Bozen and Apatin are also subject to this reservation.

Some nations do not have individual championships this season. In this case, the registrations for the single World Cup in Schönebeck GER on February 11-14, 2021 can be assigned to top cadres by the nations.

I would like to thank all officials and athletes for their circumspection and patience. I wish everyone health and the maintenance of athletic performance.

Klaus Barth
Präsident der NBC